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Dr. Stice, plastic surgeon and founder of Salama Stoves, will arrive with a 16 member
medical team on October 22 this year to work at the Nakuru Provincial General
Hospital. They will be collaborating with the local professionals at the Provincial
Hospital to work on several projects including establishing a burn reconstructive
center. International Medical Exchange, Inc. has been working in Kenya for the past 8
years and has recently been invited to begin projects with the Provincial Hospital’s
medical staff. Dr. Stice’s projects include taking care of burn patients brought in by
the surgical staff and to collaborate with the Provincial Hospital’s surgeons to perform
reconstructive procedures. The team will be in Nakuru for 2 weeks. During that time
Dr. Stice and her stove team will evaluate the progress the organization has made so
far in preventing burns. They will also meet with the other stakeholders in burn care
and stove production in the region.
Chris Beaty a professional welder from Metro Community College in Omaha Nebraska
is coming to Kenya (along with Dr. Stice) to join the Salama Stove team on the ground
to understand how the project works from all angles. He will be joining Justus and
Todd in the field installing stoves and doing follow up surveys. Furthermore he will be
going to the manufacturer to see how they actually produce the stove. Salama Stoves
welcomes this initiative, as step towards partnering with Metro Community College in
Omaha in the future, as they expand their international programming.
Todd Wofchuck Salama Stoves country manager recently raised over $6000 from a
GoFundMe Campaign, to help support the work of Salama Stoves by hiking to the
summit of Mt. Kilimanjaro
Salama Stoves is a non-profit organization providing a safer, cleaner and more energy
efficient cooking solution to families in rural Kenya.
Salama Stove is a US Designated 501(c)(3) Organization
Salama Stoves has Nonprofit status in Kenya
Press Contact or further information or to arrange an interview when Dr Stice is in the
country: Please contact Todd Wofchuck +254 713 489 563 todd@salamastoves.com

